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INTRODUCTION
However you get to work these days, chances are that you are spending more time doing it. According to
the U.S. Census Bureau, commuting time reached a record high in 2018, with an average of 27 minutes
each way to work. That’s an average of 225 hours, or nine full days, per person spent commuting last
year.1 While research shows that this trend is “bad for workers, their families, their employers and the
economy as a whole,” things may only get worse as the search for affordable housing is taking more and
more people farther outside metropolitan areas.2

Similarly, if you must travel for business, chances are that you would rather be doing almost anything
else. According to recent surveys, “64% of all travelers say traveling for business increases their stress,
and people in the U.S. are among the most stressed on Earth.… Despite high levels of stress, only 57% of
North American travelers feel their travel policy takes their health and wellness into consideration; the
lowest among all regions.”3

Yet as bad as those problems are, consider this. Whether driving, flying, taking trains or ferries, or even
walking, Americans must largely rely on private companies to ensure their safety – companies that are
subject to ever-weakening federal regulations and public protections. The result is that far too many
transportation injuries and deaths are occurring. At the same time the legal rights of all Americans are
being reduced or, in some cases, eliminated altogether through state or federal tort limits, contractual
restrictions like forced arbitration, and federal preemption.

This report presents an overview of some of the most common yet dangerous methods of transportation
today.4 Divided into five sections – air, rails, highways, water and sidewalks – it examines some of the
most common safety dangers associated with each transportation mode. And it explores the evershrinking legal options that are available to harmed individuals who seek compensation and
accountability in court.

AIR
COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES
SAFETY
In 1996, after two major U.S. commercial airplane disasters killed 375 people, the Clinton administration
created an aviation safety and security commission with a goal to drastically reduce fatal accidents. It was
led by Vice President Al Gore. In 1997, after “an intensive inquiry into civil aviation safety, security and air
traffic control modernization,” the commission issued a number of recommendations to improve airline
safety.”5 They seemed to work. Ten years after those recommendations were implemented, the U.S.
accident rate had dropped a striking 65 percent, and even the international accident rate improved. Said
the FAA Administrator at the time, “This is the golden age of safety, the safest period, in the safest mode,
in the history of the world.”6

Perhaps no longer, however. The October 29, 2018 Lion Air crash killing all 189 people and the March 10,
2019 Ethiopian Airlines crash killing 157 passengers both involved one type of plane: Boeing’s new-model
airliner, the 737 MAX 8. While the public’s understanding of what caused these tragedies grows daily as a
result of investigative news reports, congressional hearings and litigation, the underlying problem is
indisputable: namely, the FAA delegated safety decisions to a company more concerned about profit and
market share than safety, and as a result it rushed to put a plane into operation knowing it was unsafe.7

The horrific death of Southwest passenger Jennifer Riordan is another recent case in point.8 About twenty
minutes into an April 2018 New York to Dallas flight, a plane engine exploded in midair, violently firing
shrapnel through a window, creating an opening that sucked Riordan’s head, torso and arm out of the
plane. The 43-year-old Wells Fargo executive, wife and mother of two died from blunt impact trauma to
her body. Less than two years prior, a fan blade similarly broke during a Southwest flight with the same
2

model engine. Fortunately no one was hurt in that incident. However, the FAA knew inspections were
urgently needed but it failed to order them, downplaying the risks by “citing information from the
engine’s manufacturer.”9 As reported by the Washington Post, “The FAA’s halting response troubled
some inside the agency who say it fit a pattern of giving too much deference to industry – including
airplane manufacturers and their suppliers, airlines and others.”10

The problem of FAA delegation of safety responsibilities to profit-motivated companies it should be
regulating is not the only disturbing airline safety trend, however. There are many problems that are
longstanding. Some are improving but not all. These include:

Near misses and runway incidents. As the New York Times reported on the 10-year anniversary of
the Gore Commission report,

Despite the safety improvements since then, not all the trends are positive. Airports have
lately recorded a disturbing number of what they call “proximity events,” in which a
plane lands on a runway already occupied by another because someone made a wrong
turn or a controller made an error.11
These issues have seen some improvements but remain a challenge.12 In 2011, a consortium of
journalists reviewed NASA’s Aviation Safety Reporting System, which it maintains on behalf of the
FAA.13 They found “more than 130 near-mishaps and lapses reported on an average day, most
happening unbeknownst to the flying public or those living near the airports. And that’s just
what’s publicly revealed; the actual number of reports is about five times as much.”14 The FAA
contracted with NASA to create the database but has been criticized for not paying enough
attention to it.15

Kobe Bryant
Commuter/regional airlines.16 In 2009, a Colgan Air/Continental Connection flight crashed, killing
50. While pilot error was the principal cause, investigations into the crash exposed “widespread
safety problems linked to lax regulation.”17 These problems included “long hours and low pay at
regional carriers, where some pilots become captains with less than a year of experience.”18 Like
the 1996 crashes, this tragedy led to a number of safety improvements led by the FAA. Whether
this record will continue given the FAA’s recent history of safety negligence is an open question.19

Cheap flights. An April 2018 60 Minutes report exposed ultra-low-cost carrier Allegiant Air’s
“persistent problems since at least the summer of 2015 when it experienced a rash of mid-air
breakdowns, including five on a single day.”20 What’s responsible for most of these lifethreatening hazards: Allegiant’s “aggressive business model” that relies on flying “the oldest fleet
in the business,” where “nearly 30 percent of its planes are antiquated, gas-guzzling McDonnell-
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Douglas MD-80s, almost all of them purchased second-hand from foreign airlines,” and, as such,
“require a lot of maintenance and reliable parts are hard to come by.”21

Systemic maintenance problems. Maintenance problems ranging from the outsourcing of
maintenance to unreliable foreign countries, to failures to maintain reliable paperwork to verify
that repairs are done,22 to the silencing of workers who complain about safety problems, are
well-known within the industry. For example, an eight-month-long CBS News investigation23
revealed how American and Southwest Airlines mechanics “feel pressured by management to
look the other way when they see potential safety problems on airplanes” and fear retaliation if
they speak out. Clearly, airlines should be listening to workers. Just weeks before Jennifer
Riordan’s death, the head of the Southwest Airlines mechanics union warned of an “ostrich-like
head-in-the-sand approach” regarding problems with the company’s aircraft maintenance
program, warning that there was too much outsourcing of maintenance work.24 Members of
Congress have complained about this too,25 introducing legislation that would require airlines to
disclose the maintenance history of their fleets to the public and FAA (although not proposing to
halt outsourcing practices).26

Falling baggage. While perhaps not as life-threatening as other airline risks, being hit by carry-ons
falling from overhead bins is among the more frequent ways that passengers suffer injuries on
airplanes.27

LIMITS ON VICTIMS’ RIGHTS
TORT, CONTRACT AND COMPENSATION LIMITS
Domestic airlines/U.S. manufacturers
When passengers are hurt or killed in airline accidents or incidents, their legal rights (and those of
surviving family members) are generally similar to those of any other injury victim injured by a defective
product or by negligence. However, it is important to note that when there is a crash, the airline’s liability
may be clearer than that of other types of businesses that cause harm. That’s because commercial
airlines are “common carriers,” engaged in the business of transporting paying passengers and, as such,
are required under common law to exercise the highest degree of care and diligence in the safety of their
passengers.

Depending on what and who caused the accident, a case is usually brought in state court under state
products liability tort law (e.g., for plane defects) or other state negligence law (e.g., for poor pilot
4

training). A plane’s owners/operators and manufacturer are not the only possible defendants, and these
cases can be complex.28 Compensation may be available for injuries or wrongful death. Punitive damages
are also possible. Damages laws vary from state to state. For example, some states cap damages in
negligence cases or in products liability cases, or both.29 Other state tort restrictions can limit victims’
rights in varying ways. It all depends on the state where the case is filed.30

If the crash involves a small aircraft (carrying fewer than 20 passengers), the federal General Aviation
Revitalization Act (GARA) also can limit victims’ rights.31 That law immunizes manufacturers for crash
deaths and injuries when the aircraft is older than 18 years.32

When crashes occur outside the United States, U.S. manufacturers like Boeing have also tried to use
forum non conveniens as a way to avoid the full legal and financial accountability that can be achieved
through the American civil justice system.33 Boeing is currently using this tactic in the Lion Air crash cases,
a move that “would most likely save Boeing many millions of dollars in damages and limit how much
information about the crash the company has to make public.”34

And there’s another potential barrier to justice, namely the terms of an airline’s “Contract of Carriage”
(COC). When consumers purchase an airline ticket, they unwittingly enter into a COC with the carrier.
Companies are increasingly using these take-it-or-leave-it contracts to try to impose various restrictions
on victims’ access to the courts.35 For example, some carriers, like Spirit36 and Southwest,37 have inserted
narrow time windows for filing suit. Certain airlines’ COCs – American,38 Delta39 and Spirit,40 to name
three – contain choice of law clauses that allow carriers to dictate what state tort law (i.e., state limits)
will govern any future legal actions that end up in civil court. Other carriers, such as Alaska Airlines, deny
victims any compensation if they are even one percent at fault, regardless of whether the airline’s
misconduct is negligent or willful.41 In addition, Alaska and Delta’s COCs bar “any punitive, consequential
or special damages arising out of or in connection with carriage or other services performed by [the
airline], whether or not [it] had knowledge that such damage might be incurred.”42 And by buying a ticket
on Spirit Airlines, customers waive their right to jury trial as well as their right to bring class actions.43

International flights
Under the Montreal Convention, an international treaty ratified by the U.S. Senate in 2003, victims on
international flights have two years from the date of the accident to file suit against airlines and can only
file in certain locations.44 In other words, only passengers who purchased tickets in the United States,
permanent U.S. residents or those whose final destination was the United States can seek compensation
from an international carrier in U.S. courts. Regarding damages, the carrier is only responsible for about
$170,000 per injured passenger; that amount applies whether the passenger suffered death or physical
injury. If a victim seeks more, the burden is on the airline to show that it wasn’t negligent or that a third
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party was 100 percent at fault. The Convention also bars punitive damages and noneconomic damages
cannot be pursued unless they’re accompanied by physical injury.

Big deal:

FEDERAL PREEMPTION

Congress gave the federal government exclusive authority to regulate the design and manufacture of
commercial aircraft, which is done through the FAA. So far, the courts have been clear, with extremely
limited exceptions, that Congress did not intend federal preemption of this field to extend to state
lawsuits for compensation. The courts have protected victims’ rights despite legal arguments to eliminate
them that are consistently made by the industry and the FAA.45 State litigation over crashes has always
co-existed with federal regulatory authority. However, the U.S. Supreme Court may soon consider a case
called Sikkelee v. Precision Airmotive Corporation.46 In that case, the 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals had held
that injured victims can sue the manufacturer of a defectively designed aircraft. As of publication, the
Supreme Court is still considering whether to take the case. If it does, the implications for airline crash
victims could be enormous.
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RAILS
PASSENGER TRAINS
SAFETY
Amtrak is our nation’s only high-speed intercity passenger rail provider, operating in 46 states and the
District of Columbia. Moving at speeds of up to 150 miles an hour, Amtrak trains certainly can be deadly
for any person or motor vehicle that comes in contact with them.47 According to the National Safety
Council, 841 people were killed by trains in 2018 (although most, 540, were people trespassing on rails).48
However, when it comes to motorist and passenger deaths, news about highway-rail grade crossing
accidents49 and mass casualty collisions raise real concerns about whether railroad companies are
appropriately focused on safety. The same goes for the federal agency in charge of rail safety, the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA).

According to the FRA, there are more than 2,000 highway-rail grade crossing accidents per year in the
United States, most of which involve train and motor vehicle collisions, which kill over 250 people
annually.50 Any motorist who must cross the over 200,000 highway-rail grade crossings that operate in
the United States knows how terrifying and potentially deadly it can be to traverse an unsafe crossing.
And when it comes to derailments or train collisions, the results are far more lethal. In those types of
accidents, train passengers are, of course, the vast majority of victims.
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Congress has taken some steps to try to stop derailments and collisions. In 2008, it passed the Rail Safety
Improvement Act (RSIA), setting a deadline of December 31, 2015 for the implementation of positive
train control technology (PTC) on 30 commuter lines, Amtrak and other railroads.51 The National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) had been recommending PTC since 1990.52 (Notably, “more than
1,400 miles of freight railroad-owned track on which Amtrak operates, some of which is in dark (nonsignaled) territory,”53 are exempted.) Congress took this step following the tragic September 12, 2008
Chatsworth, California Metrolink train crash, which killed 24 passengers and injured 135 others, some
catastrophically.54 The engineer had been texting with a teenage rail enthusiast when he ran a red light
on the tracks. The accident might have been completely avoided had the train been equipped with PTC.

Even so, the rail industry “bridled” at Congress’ mandate to implement PTC,55 has failed to act quickly
and, as a result, preventable crashes have continued. For example, PTC might have prevented a
December 1, 2013 New York Metro-North train derailment and crash, killing four and injuring at least 61
people.56 A May 12, 2015 Amtrak train derailment that killed eight passengers and injured hundreds
more57 could also have been avoided with PTC.58 Yet as the end of 2015 neared, passenger rail lines were
nowhere close to PTC compliance. As a result, they were granted a new deadline of December 31, 2018.59
The crashes continued.

On December 18, 2017, an Amtrak train with 77 passengers derailed from a bridge near DuPont, WA,
where several passenger cars “fell onto Interstate 5 and hit multiple highway vehicles.”60 Three
passengers were killed and 57 passengers and crewmembers were injured, plus eight people in highway
vehicles were also hurt. PTC controls would have prevented the crash.61 Less than two months later, an
Amtrak passenger train traveling at 57 mph unexpectedly entered a siding and collided with a stationary
CSX freight train near Cayce, SC, killing the engineer and conductor and injuring at least 92 passengers
and crew.62

By September 2018, railroads were still far from meeting the December PTC deadline. NTSB Chair Robert
S. Sumwalt warned Congress yet again that passengers continued to face unnecessary dangers on the
nation’s rails.63 U.S. Rep. Michael E. Capuano (D-Mass.) echoed this frustration, stating “I have zero
sympathy for the railroads that have done nothing. It’s only a matter of time before the next accident
happens and someone dies. How much is a life worth?”64

Beyond PTC-noncompliance, there are other troubling safety issues that risk train passenger safety today,
including:65 lack of speed limit action plans by intercity and passenger railroads;66 poor safety culture and
management;67 ineffective training of crewmembers;68 an aging fleet and unsafe repairs;69 continued use
of passenger rail cars that fail to meet new crashworthiness standards;70 and a lack of audio and image
recorders.71
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LIMITS ON VICTIMS’ RIGHTS
TORT, CONTRACT AND COMPENSATION LIMITS
When passengers are hurt or killed in train crashes, their legal rights (and those of surviving family
members) are generally similar to those of any other injury victim injured by negligence. However, it is
important to note that when there is a train crash, the rail company’s liability may be clearer than that of
other types of businesses that cause harm. That’s because railroads, like airplanes, are “common
carriers,” engaged in the business of transporting paying passengers. As such, they are required under
common law to exercise the highest degree of care and diligence in the safety of their passengers.

Depending on what and who caused an accident, a case can be brought, for example, against the
company operating the train (e.g., Amtrak), a negligent engineer and/or a company that may have
maintained unsafe rails. However, victims of mass casualty train crashes face something that other
negligence victims do not: a $295 million overall compensation cap. This is a “per incident” cap. In other
words, it applies no matter how many are killed or injured, the seriousness of their harms, the degree of
railroad malfeasance or how many entities are responsible.72

This cap was first enacted in 1997, when it was made part of Congress’ Amtrak Reform and Accountability
Act,73 which helped bail out the financially-troubled company. The cap was originally set at $200 million,
and although it was part of an Amtrak bill, the cap operates in any passenger rail crash. The 2008
Chatsworth, California Metrolink commuter train disaster, mentioned earlier, is an example.74 That headon collision with a Union Pacific freight train ended 24 lives and injured 135 others, many
catastrophically.75 Though the judge in the case agreed with victims’ attorneys that the total value of the
collisions would have been between $320-$350 million or more “if each of the cases were tried
separately to a jury” and had also determined that $264 million would be a reasonable award given his
tentative calculations, he was bound by the $200 million cap. This forced him to employ a kind of “judicial
triage” to allocate damages.76 He said,

[I]mpossible decisions had to be made. What was given to one victim had to be taken from
another. Essentially a Sophie’s Choice had to be made on a daily basis. One Sophie’s Choice is
enough for a lifetime, but over 120 of them defies description.

It took another massive passenger train disaster – namely the May 12, 2015 Philadelphia Amtrak train
derailment that killed eight and injured over 200 others – for Congress to raise the cap to $295 million in
December 2015.77 The increase applied retroactively to the roughly 125 passengers and family members
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who filed lawsuits after the Philadelphia tragedy.78 The victims ultimately settled for $265 million, with a
court-supervised trust run by special masters to determine individual compensation.79

Forced Arbitration
In January 2019, Amtrak “quietly added to its ticket purchases” a new provision that forces passengers in
any kind of dispute with Amtrak – even mass casualty victims – into arbitration “with no right to go before
a judge or jury”80 or band together with similarly injured passengers to pursue claims as a class. With this
provision, Amtrak is trying to save money on the backs of their own injured passengers, who are already
subject to a compensation cap.

Writes Politico, “The change is bringing objections from consumer advocates, who note that it covers
scenarios ranging from ordinary ticketing complaints up to wrongful death, and even includes minors who
had the tickets purchased for them.”81 Similarly, travel columnist Ed Perkins wrote in the Chicago Tribune,
“Say you’ve been hurt in a serious train accident and you want to sue Amtrak for damages. You go to a
lawyer, and the lawyer tells you, ‘Sorry, I can’t take the case. You signed away your rights to sue when you
bought your ticket.’”82

On December 10, 2019, more than 30 organizations urged Amtrak to end this practice, as did 18
individuals and family members who were able to obtain compensation following the tragic 2015
Philadelphia Amtrak derailment.83 They wrote,

We strongly believe that the only reason we received some measure of justice – since nothing
can bring back our loved ones or make up for the devastating impacts to our lives – is because we
had the right to hold Amtrak accountable in a court of law. ...Forced arbitration will take away any
incentive for Amtrak to remedy their wrongs, knowing that the secrecy of forced arbitration acts
as a shield from accountability and public scrutiny.

Several lawmakers have objected to this policy as well.84 Among them, 14 U.S. senators, who demanded
in a November 26, 2019 letter to Amtrak President & CEO Richard Anderson that “Amtrak immediately
eliminate this anti-consumer arbitration and class action policy.”85 And at a November 2019 U.S. House
subcommittee hearing on Amtrak’s reauthorization,86 U.S. Rep. Stephen Lynch (D-Mass.) observed that
the rail line’s broad arbitration provision even blocks claims when someone is grossly disfigured in a crash
or killed. He also noted that forcing cases into secret arbitration following crashes creates disincentives
for safety. Jack Dinsdale of the Transportation Communications Union agreed, telling the subcommittee
that forcing people to resolve cases in company-controlled secret systems will “make passengers
question whether they want to board the train.” It is “telling me right away you don’t have my safety as a
concern.”
10

HIGHWAYS
PASSENGER VEHICLES
SAFETY
In 2018, over 16 million people were involved in motor vehicle crashes on U.S. roadways; 2.7 million were
injured and 36,560 people were killed.87 The good news is that this represents a 2.4 percent decrease in
fatalities from 2017. The bad news is that pedestrian and cycling deaths are up. And perhaps most
troubling, no other mode of transportation comes close to causing this number of deaths or injuries than
vehicles on roads.88

Yet crashes are hardly the only safety problem involving vehicles.89 For example, according to a database
compiled by KidsandCars.org, in 2018 at least 132 children died from non-traffic, non-crash-related
incidents, which include being backed over by vehicles, inadvertently left in hot vehicles, strangled by
power windows and setting cars in motion when left unattended in a vehicle.90

In 1966, when car accidents had become the leading cause of death of Americans under age 44,91
Congress enacted the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act,92 creating the National Highway
Transportation [now Traffic] Safety Administration (NHTSA) to develop safety requirements for
automobiles.93 In 1974, Congress gave the agency even more safety powers.94 But even as this new
11

regulatory scheme emerged, the auto industry’s practice of cutting safety corners and getting away with
it did not stop. To put it bluntly, NHTSA has never been able to adequately protect the public from unsafe
vehicles. NHTSA has long been “woefully under-funded, understaffed and outgunned by the industry it
regulates”95; it fails to issue new mandatory safety standards and is slow in upgrading safety standards
based on investigations and testing; it often fails to do investigation at all; and the “revolving door”
between NHTSA and automakers creates numerous other problems.96

As bad as the situation has always been in past, today it is only getting worse. NHTSA is now conducting
“fewer defect investigations last year than at any time in its history.”97 Wrote Consumer Reports,

The decline comes just a few years after a series of major scandals rocked the industry, including
the General Motors ignition switch and Takata airbag scandals, which are blamed for scores of
deaths and injuries and the recall of tens of millions of vehicles, many more than a decade old.

“The American public is relying on this agency to be a cop on the beat,” says Cathy Chase,
president of Advocates for Highway and Auto Safety, a Washington watchdog group. “People
expect the federal government to protect them. ...Absent that, there’s going to be a tremendous
void in motorist safety.”

Meanwhile, auto manufacturers are also refusing to invest in safety, “even when it’s available at a
reasonable price” and “can mitigate or eliminate potential tragedy and does not interfere with the utility
of the vehicle,” as Center for Auto Safety Executive Director Jason Levine told a congressional committee
in May 2019.98 Among the examples of changes Levine cited that would save lives: automatic emergency
braking, lane departure warnings, adaptive headlights, rear seat design changes and inflatable curtains.

And when it comes to the latest development in automotive transportation – driverless cars – NHTSA’s
hands-off regulatory approach and deference to industry raises serious safety concerns. In a recent NTSB
report on a 2018 Uber autonomous vehicle crash that killed a pedestrian, the agency severely criticized
NHTSA for failing to adequately oversee the safety of these cars. NTSB board member and Trump
appointee Jennifer Homendy called NHTSA’s approach to safety “laughable” and one that puts
“technology advancements before saving lives,” while mocking voluntary federal autonomous-vehicles
guidance, once dubbed “a vision for safety,” as “a vision for lax safety.”99

Recall statistics also speak to the problem of safety failures. Specifically, “[i]n the last 10 years, over 280
million vehicles have been recalled. With recall completion rates in the 70-75% level that leaves over 70
million vehicles on the road with open recalls.”100 What’s especially problematic, however, is the extent to
which these numbers reflect alarming behavior by the auto industry, which has taken advantage of
12

perfunctory federal oversight. It has repeatedly put hundreds of millions of dangerous and defective cars,
pickup trucks and SUVs in the stream of commerce, only stepping in months or sometimes years after
drivers, passengers and others on the road have been hurt by or exposed to risk from their products.101
This is reflected in many of the top recalls of 2018.102 2019 is on track to be an equally hazardous year,
with the biggest recalls from January through November already involving a total of over 20 million
passenger cars, SUVs and pickup trucks.103

Greatly compounding all these problems is the fact that used cars, which represent roughly 75 percent of
vehicle sales, are allowed under federal law to be sold to customers with open safety recalls and known,
fixable safety defects.104 A 2019 U.S. Public Interest Research Group and Consumers for Auto Reliability
and Safety Foundation investigation of 2,400 used vehicles at 28 AutoNation dealerships nationwide
found that one in nine had unrepaired safety recall issues, including problems linked to deaths and
injuries, like Takata exploding airbags and faulty GM ignition switches.105 In 2015, the company had said it
would stop selling used cars with open safety recalls, “[b]ut a little over a year later, AutoNation reversed
course and resumed selling vehicles with active recalls,”106 with the company CEO telling Automotive
News that “with the Trump administration there’s no way that that issue is going to be addressed from a
regulatory point of view.”107 Similarly, a 2017 study of CarMax, the nation’s biggest seller of used vehicles,
uncovered the same deadly business practices, with one in four vehicles (27 percent) of nearly 1,700 for
sale at eight CarMax locations having unrepaired safety defects.108

Warranties and Lemon Laws
One way states have stepped in to help ensure that new vehicles with safety defects do not make it on
the roads – as well as to protect the purchasers of new cars – is state “lemon laws.” As described by the
Center for Auto Safety, “Lemon laws are state-level consumer protection statutes that allow consumers
to receive a full refund or a replacement vehicle if their new car has a defect that cannot be fixed after a
specified number of repair attempts.”109 Notably, even before the first state lemon law was enacted in
1982, Congress had provided new product purchasers with firmer warranty rights under the MagnusonMoss Warranty Act (MMWA), which prevents manufacturers “from drafting unfair warranties” and makes
it “easier for consumers to file warranty suits.”110

While all 50 states plus the District of Columbia have lemon laws and many “provide comprehensive
rights for consumers,” other laws are weak, providing “protection in name only.”111 Another problem is
that some car companies are able to completely defeat the purpose of lemon laws by engaging in lemon
law laundering. This is where automakers repurchase “lemons” and then resell them without telling the
new buyer of the vehicle’s history.112 Unfortunately, the Federal Trade Commission has let manufacturers
get away with this dangerous and anti-consumer practice.113
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LIMITS ON VICTIMS’ RIGHTS
TORT, CONTRACT AND COMPENSATION LIMITS
When someone is injured or killed in a car accident, the crash is sometimes due to a defectively designed,
manufactured or sold vehicle, or an unsafe component such as a dangerous tire or engine part. In these
cases, the car manufacturer may be responsible for – in fact may be strictly liable for – causing harm
under state products liability law. A supplier or car dealer may also be responsible. Personal injury cases
are brought under a state tort law, and compensation may be available for injuries or wrongful death.
Punitive damages are also possible.114 Damages laws vary from state to state. For example, some states
cap damages in negligence cases or in products liability cases, or both.115 State tort restrictions, especially
caps on damages,116 stymie negligence, manufacturing defect and design defect claims against culpable
automakers and parts manufacturers.117

Forced Arbitration
Warranty claims made under the MMWA are supposed to follow the Federal Trade Commission’s rules
implementing the Act, particularly Rule 703.118 This Rule allows for an initial informal dispute
settlement mechanism (ISDM) and it specifies how such systems should operate, but rights to go to
court are not eliminated.119 The same is generally true under state lemon laws. That said, the lemon law
claims process still can be unfair to customers. In some states, like Alabama,120 Arizona,121 Colorado,122
Illinois,123 Kansas,124 Kentucky,125 Louisiana,126 Mississippi,127 Missouri,128 New Mexico,129 North Carolina130
North Dakota,131 Oregon,132 Pennsylvania,133 South Carolina,134 South Dakota,135 Tennessee,136 Utah137 and
Wyoming,138 consumers must have their complaints go through a manufacturer’s alternative dispute
resolution mechanism before they can go to court. These systems sometimes do not comply with FTC
Rule 703 and can be a difficult and sometimes rigged process for the consumer.139

Although manufacturers may not use forced arbitration against their customers, manufacturers that sell
vehicles through franchised dealers can – and do – put such clauses in vehicle sales agreements. In fact,
forced arbitration clauses are in nearly all vehicle sales and lease agreements today.140 However, there is
one car maker that is using forced arbitration clauses: Tesla. Tesla is claiming that because it sells vehicles
directly to consumers, it can insert these clauses in its sales agreement.141 This illustrates why it is so
critical that in any upcoming driverless car legislation, Congress preserve state tort law and civil remedies
by expressly banning such clauses in autonomous car disputes, particularly when those disputes involve
injuries or deaths.142
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FEDERAL PREEMPTION
In 2000, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a troubling and unprecedented ruling that a NHTSA regulation
preempted a state tort lawsuit even though Congress had expressly made it clear that “compliance with a
motor vehicle safety standard…does not exempt a person from liability at common law.”143 The Court
reasoned that “the savings clause ensures the continued viability of state common law claims only to the
extent that they do not conflict with a particular federal standard” and that this “lawsuit would conflict”
with the federal standard, thus providing no recourse for the injured victim.144 As with forced arbitration,
Supreme Court precedent in this case illustrates why it is so critical that in any upcoming driverless car
legislation, Congress preserve state tort law and civil remedies by including more than a savings clause,
clarifying throughout that tort lawsuits, which compensate victims, do not conflict with federal law.145

LARGE TRUCKS AND BUSES
SAFETY
There are about 12.5 million commercial large trucks and buses on the roads.146 For motorists, there’s
nothing scarier than seeing a massive 80,000-pound semi or a speeding motorcoach suddenly appear in
the rearview mirror.147 There’s good reason to be concerned. Of the nearly 5,000 people killed in large
truck crashes each year, 82 percent of those victims are not large-truck occupants.148 Equally troubling is
the safety record of motorcoaches, where students (age 18 and younger) and seniors (age 55 and older)
account for nearly 50 percent of nearly 1.2 million people traveling by commercial bus each year.149

In 1999, the U.S. Department of Transportation Inspector General (DOT IG) told Congress there were so
many large truck- and bus-related injuries and fatalities on U.S. roads that motor carrier safety had
become “the number one public safety issue in the Department of Transportation.”150 In response,
Congress passed legislation that established a new DOT subagency to oversee and improve big rig and
bus safety; the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) came into being.

The FMCSA is charged with regulating some 500,000 commercial trucking companies, more than 4,000
interstate bus companies and more than four million commercial driver’s license (CDL) holders.151 Its
mission is “to reduce crashes, injuries and fatalities involving large trucks and buses.” Unfortunately, the
FMCSA has fallen down on the job – badly. As of June 2019, fatalities in crashes involving large trucks or
buses have grown from 4,455 in 2013 to 4,949 in 2018, an 11-percent increase.152 As for trucks
specifically, in 2017, there were 102,000 injury crashes involving large trucks, a 5 percent increase from
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the previous year and a 59 percent increase from a decade earlier.153 Moreover, 2018 marked the highest
number of large-truck occupant fatalities since 1988.154

As for buses, a few recent grim news headlines say it all: “21-year-old bus passenger killed, 20 others
injured after crash in New Jersey,”155 “17 injured in Cincinnati-bound Greyhound bus crash on I-75 in
central Kentucky,”156 “Peter Pan bus crashes into Granby home, two injured,”157 “Greyhound bus crashes
on Highway 99 in Fresno.”158 The list goes on. Yet today’s FMCSA has repeatedly rejected opportunities to
promulgate, institute and enforce rules that safeguard the public from potential motorcoach accidents.159
For example, in May 2017, the agency stopped working on a rule that would require states to inspect
commercial buses annually.160

On September 25, 2019, the DOT IG released audit results showing that the FMCSA failed to make
actionable: 1) needed improvements to the agency’s Safety Measurement System, which collects public
motor carrier safety data “to identify carriers that pose the greatest risk to safety for interventions”161;
and 2) needed improvements in its assessment of carrier safety rankings.162 In response, the then-FMCSA
Administrator stated that the agency “has no immediate plans to collect data on carrier exposure and
additional crash data, after reaching out to the industry and determining that much of the data doesn’t
exist.”163 Similarly, two years earlier, the agency under President Trump abandoned Obama-era
rulemaking efforts to raise motor carriers’ minimum liability limits from 1985 levels, an increase that
would not only ensure the availability of compensation to motorcoach and big rig crash victims but also
force carriers to make public safety a higher priority.164

Some of the most dangerous large truck and bus practices include:

Speeding and poor braking. In 2015, 2016 and 2017 (the most recent years for which federal data
are available), “Speeding of Any Kind” was cited as the top reason truck drivers were involved in
fatal crashes.165 Moreover, “[g]oing too fast and not allowing for a safe stopping distance are
primary causes of rear end collisions.”166 As for adequate braking, an unannounced May 2019
brake safety inspection initiative caused U.S. law enforcement to place 16.6 percent of large
trucks (roughly 1,450 big rigs) out of service for brake violations.167

A 2016 agency proposal would have required new heavy trucks to be equipped with speedlimiting devices set to a specific maximum speed.168 In his October 23, 2017 annual address,
American Trucking Associations (ATA) President and CEO Chris Spear credited the trade group for
stalling the speed-limiter rule, citing it as one of ATA’s “significant triumphs for the industry that
were the result of the federation’s elevated profile.”169
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Drowsy driving. Driver fatigue remains a significant factor in many large truck and bus crashes.170
A well-known recent example was the crash that critically injured comedian Tracy Morgan and
killed his friend after their vehicle was hit from behind by a Wal-Mart truck driver who had not
slept for more than 24 hours.171 In 2017, 60 truckers involved in fatal crashes were “asleep or
fatigued,” a number that the NTSB says is likely underreported on police crash forms.172

The consequences for passenger-carrying motorcoaches are even more stark. Forty-two
Greyhound passengers were injured and one was killed after their overnight bus slammed into
the back of a tractor-trailer on I-80 in Pennsylvania.173 The bus driver had fallen asleep at the
wheel. At trial, evidence revealed that Greyhound had a rest break rule but never enforced it.

Similarly, on August 2, 2016, a motorcoach with 24 passengers crashed in California, killing four
and injuring 19. The driver “had only about five hours of opportunity for sleep in the 40 hours
preceding the crash.”174

“Here’s yet another fatal crash involving both a motorcoach carrier with a starkly evident
history of safety problems and a severely fatigued driver,” said NTSB Chairman Robert L.
Sumwalt. “It’s time that the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration move more
aggressively to keep these unsafe carriers off American roadways.”175

Yet under the current Administration, the FMCSA is doing the opposite. For example, over 20
states, including California, have meal and rest break employment laws that apply to commercial
drivers.176 Over the years and under prior Administrations, the FMCSA had repeatedly rejected
efforts by the trucking industry to preempt these employment laws.177 In 2008, the agency
rejected a petition to preempt California’s law, noting that “[Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations] have for decades required carriers and drivers to comply with all of the laws,
ordinances, and regulations of the jurisdiction where they operate.” Later, the Department of
Transportation filed an amicus brief at the invitation of the 9th Circuit, arguing strongly that state
meal and rest break laws like California’s exist pursuant to “traditional state police power” and
should not be preempted.178

But in 2018, the trucking and bus industries began a new campaign for agency action after
Congress expressly refused to accede to their lobbying demands.179 And on December 21, 2018,
violating its own precedent, the FMCSA granted the California trucking industry petition. This
alarmed both the truckers’ union (i.e., the International Brotherhood of Teamsters) and highway
safety advocates,180 and promised a new surge of fatigued truckers on the road.181
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Yet industry groups have not stopped there. As of publication, Washington State’s trucking
industry has also petitioned the FMCSA for a similar result.182 And the bus industry is also
attempting to preempt California’s rule as applied to passenger-carrying motorcoaches,183 again
generating strong opposition.184

The Teamsters called FMCSA’s preemption decision a “bail out” for trucking “after it failed to
achieve a legislative fix and numerous court rejections” and a “giveaway to the trucking industry
at the expense of driver safety.”185 California’s Attorney General and Labor Commissioner, among
others, have challenged the legality of the FMCSA’s truck determination before the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals.186 In the meantime, however, California state and federal courts have started
dismissing truck drivers’ meal and rest break claims, pointing to the FMCSA’s preemption as
leaving them no choice.187

Underride crashes. Truck underride crashes “are collisions in which a car slides under the body of
a truck – such as a tractor-trailer or single-unit truck – due to the height difference between the
vehicles.”188 According to a 2019 U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, every year
an average of 219 people are killed by such accidents, a calculation the agency deems an
undercount “due to variability in state and local data collection.”189

Though big rigs are legally required to have rear guards to prevent underride crashes, existing
federal regulations are woefully out of date plus there’s no requirement that guards be
inspected.190 When state commercial motor vehicle inspectors examined more than 10,000
trailers over a five-day period in August 2018, they found “about 900 [rear guard] violations
(about 28 percent of all violations identified),”191 including “almost 500 instances where the rear
guard was cracked or broken, or missing altogether.”192

LIMITS ON VICTIMS’ RIGHTS
TORT, CONTRACT AND COMPENSATION LIMITS
As noted throughout this report, state tort restrictions can impede victims’ abilities to bring negligence,
wrongful death and product liability actions against wrongdoers. In addition, in the case of truck and
motorcoach accidents, federally-mandated insurance minimums may also have a profound impact on a
victim’s ability to recover.
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Under FMCSA regulations, big rigs transporting non-hazardous cargo must carry a minimum of only
$750,000 per accident in insurance liability coverage, a number that has stayed constant since the
1980s.193 Similarly, under FMCSA minimums unchanged since 1985, buses carrying 16 or more passengers
across state lines must carry at least $5 million in liability insurance coverage.194 These insurance limits
not only fail to take into account inflation and substantial medical costs but also function as a cap,
providing a single fund of woefully inadequate available compensation that is indifferent to the number
of victims hurt or killed. In addition, these liability limits fail to incentivize insurers to make safer practices
a condition of coverage, thereby allowing trucking and motorcoach companies to treat deaths and
catastrophic injuries as part of the cost of doing business.

When it comes to bus passengers specifically, many motorcoach companies now hide tort limits in the
fine print of ticket purchases. For example, discount operator Megabus’s “Terms and conditions” give the
company the option of denying victims a jury trial, forcing victims into private, company-controlled
arbitration to resolve claims, and banning class actions against them.195 Under Greyhound and its lowcost subsidiary BoltBus’s “Terms and Service,” class actions are banned and individuals have a mere oneyear window to file suit.196

FEDERAL PREEMPTION
As discussed earlier, the FMCSA without authority has attempted to invalidate California’s longstanding
meal and rest break employment laws. Until this action is overturned either by a court or a subsequent
administration, California state and federal courts in the meantime have been forced to dismiss truck
drivers’ meal and rest break claims, pointing to the FMCSA’s preemption as leaving them no choice.197
The FMCSA may also be trying to eliminate claims by injury victims when harm results from violations of
California’s meal and rest employment statutes.198 However, it is also clear that compliance with an
FMCSA standard does not exempt companies from liability at common law.199
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WATER
PASSENGER FERRIES
SAFETY
A passenger ferry is a vessel that transports people across a body of water on a regular, frequent basis.
Such vessels include boats, ships and water taxi operations that serve the general public.200 Ferries are
used for a variety of reasons including commuting to work in coastal cities or traveling to towns not
connected by bridges.201 According the most up-to-date federal statistics available, a reported total of
118.9 million passengers were transported by ferry in 2015, with New York and Washington being the top
two states.202

The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) is responsible for overseeing passenger ferry safety,203 but it is one of the
agency’s eleven statutorily-mandated missions.204 This has left passenger ferry safety as an underresourced priority. Explained a September 2019 Congressional Research Service report,205

For at least four decades, Congress has been concerned about the Coast Guard’s ability to
maintain an adequate staff of experienced marine safety personnel to ensure that vessels meet
federal safety standards.
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…Congress’s concern about the Coast Guard’s inspection staff comes at a time when the agency’s
vessel inspection workload is increasing by about 50% because towing vessels have been added
to its responsibilities. Additionally, Congress has been increasing the agency’s role in fishing
vessel safety. Adding to the Coast Guard’s safety responsibilities is the construction of several
liquefied natural gas (LNG) export terminals as well as the increasing use of LNG as ship fuel.… It is
unclear what the agency has accomplished over the last decade regarding its inspection
workforce. Government audits dating to 1979 have been consistently critical of the proficiency
level of Coast Guard inspectors and accident investigators.

Lack of resources seems to be compounded by a lack of institutional will to make needed safety
improvements. More specifically, the NTSB investigates ferry crashes and makes recommendations to
improve safety but the Coast Guard sometimes simply ignores the NTSB. For example, it has failed to
heed repeated NTSB warnings that USCG mandate all passenger vessels have standard and clear
procedures for routine and emergency operations to enhance safety.206 That is just one of many safety
issues.

Sometimes unsafe vessels are taken out of service in time to avoid large numbers of serious injuries or
deaths, although this is typically only after vessels have been operating unsafely for some time and may
have even crashed. For example,

•

In November 2019, 23 of 32 New York Waterway ferries – which operate 32,000 passenger trips
every weekday207 – were taken out of service after inspections flagged them as “operationally
unfit.”208

•

On November 24, 2018, the MS San Francisco crashed into the San Francisco Ferry terminal.
Fifty-three passengers were aboard.”209 Passengers “had no official warning of the impending
crash.”210 Fortunately, the injuries in this crash were minor.

•

On December 28, 2017, a Hornblower ferry boat slammed into a sandbar off the Rockaways in
New York City and became stuck. Twenty-seven people were stranded on board for nearly six
hours – with temperatures in the low 20s – because the water was too shallow for a rescue.211
Notably, New York City had already decommissioned six of 16 Hornblower passenger ferries after
a New York Post investigation revealed that at least five boats “had already begun springing
potentially disastrous leaks” in their hulls after only seven months of being in service.212

Sometimes far more serious crashes occur and the injuries are catastrophic.
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•

On July 28, 2017, a New York Water Taxi – owned by Circle Line Sightseeing Cruises and carrying
125 people – slammed into a dock at a ferry terminal on the west side of Manhattan, hurting at
least 30 passengers, the majority of whom suffered head and back injuries. According to the
FDNY Manhattan Borough Commander, “The people who were getting ready to disembark, a lot
of them were thrown forward.”213

•

On June 16, 2017, a high-speed Steamship Authority passenger ferry struck the Hyannisport rock
jetty, injuring 15 passengers.214 According to one passenger, “There were people outside who fell
over, injured their head pretty bad and were bleeding. It was chaos at that point.”215 Another
passenger said a number of passengers got “knocked around. It was pretty violent. like I said
there were people on stairwells that got tossed and fell on their face.”216

•

On December 17, 2013, a private ferry carrying 53 passengers ran aground near Battery Island,
North Carolina, injuring 14 people.217 “One passenger was flown to a hospital, and 12 others were
taken to regional hospitals.”218 According to a complaint filed by one victim who suffered
traumatic brain injury and vision damage in the crash, Bald Head Island Transportation had
“‘employed a chronically inattentive captain who had a documented history of failing to maintain
situational awareness, not keeping his eyes on the road and not keeping a proper lookout.’”219

•

“More than 80 people were injured on Jan. 9, 2013 when the Wall Street-bound Seastreak
crashed into a dock near [NY’s] South Street Seaport, sending people tumbling down stairs and
into walls.”220 Some passengers were critically injured, others suffered serious wounds. An NTSB
report faulted the ferry captain and Seastreak for “‘ineffective oversight’ and said [the captain]
was hampered by a lack of training and a lack of use and familiarity with the backup system.”221 A
news investigation “also found the ferry boat was involved in several crashes and one
maintenance overhaul in prior years.”222

LIMITS ON VICTIMS’ RIGHTS
TORT, CONTRACT AND COMPENSATION LIMITS
Victims of ferry crashes, like anyone harmed in a boating accident, have opportunities to sue those
responsible (e.g., the owner, the captain and even the vessel itself). But unlike land-based claims, ferry
passengers must sue under federal maritime law.223 State law may supplement federal maritime law
where necessary.224 But generally, maritime tort law is its own separate body of common law developed
largely by federal courts and the U.S. Supreme Court.225
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The typical commuter ferry crash occurs within one marine league (a.k.a. three nautical miles) of the
United States (“territorial waters”). This is important because laws are more restrictive when deaths
occur on the high seas.226

Proving negligence under maritime law is generally the same as proving it under state law with some
differences, both good and bad. Because typical personal injury cases are brought under federal maritime
law, they would not be subject to the same kind of state tort limits to which land-based victims may be
subject, such as caps on non-economic damages. On the other hand, the federal Limitation of Liability
Act227 (LOLA), an anachronistic law on the books since 1851, provides an avenue for ferry owners to try to
drastically limit their liability in mass casualty cases.228

After a crash, LOLA allows a ferry owner to sue preemptively, “without waiting for the injured parties to
sue him, or he may file the limitation action [up to six months] after being sued by claimants in various
courts.”229 Victims then must prove that the owner had privity or knowledge of the negligent or
unseaworthy conditions of the vessel when it left the dock. If they cannot, liability for an entire mass
casualty accident could be limited to the value of the ferry. Indeed, ferry owners attempted to invoke
LOLA in many recent ferry accidents discussed above, including the January 9, 2013 Seastreak crash,230
the December 17, 2013 Adventure Ferry accident231 and the June 16, 2017 Hyannisport rock jetty
crash.232

While victims can usually show negligence and quash the law’s use in most ferry accidents, “[t]he
immediate effect of the filing of a limitation action is to stay all actions currently pending against the boat
owner and to cause a notice to issue, forcing all claimants to file their claims in the boat owner’s
limitation action”233 or possibly lose their claims entirely. As one attorney recently testified in Congress:234
…Moreover, because of draconian limitation periods built into the law, ship owners attempt to
misuse the statute to deprive victims of remedies by defaulting them, without appropriate due
process. If victims do not file claims within a short time period (ranging from 60 to 120 days), they
could forever be barred from seeking any compensation – even if the LOLA action is frivolous and
the owners have no factual basis to achieve limitation or exoneration. Often federal courts allow
notice to victims, which is intended to inform victims of their rights and requirements to file a
claim, to be posted in classified sections of obscure local newspapers. In instances of tragedies
where families have lost loved ones to a maritime disaster…families often are in a state of shock
and just beginning the mourning process in these early days. Yet, under the current law, they may
lose all their rights and remedies if they do not take the necessary legal steps within a short
period of time.
Finally, some vessel owners are inserting forced arbitration clauses in the fine print in certain maritime
contracts, which passengers must sign as a condition of boarding a vessel.235 Such clauses do not appear
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to be in widespread use by commuter ferries, at least not yet. Other restrictions are being imposed,
however. For example, the “Terms and Conditions” for New York City Ferry, Seastreak and some other
companies require written notice of claims provided within 6 months and a personal injury or wrongful
death lawsuit filed within one year from the date of a crash,236 which is shorter than the three-year time
period allowed by federal statute.237
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SIDEWALKS
ELECTRIC SCOOTERS (E-SCOOTERS)
SAFETY
Walking down a sidewalk to work or a meeting would probably not be on anyone’s list of top commuting
dangers. It is true that the advent of cell phone use and distracted walking-while-texting have caused a
recent rise in emergency room visits for face and head injuries.238 However, the explosion of injuries
caused by e-scooters have lifted sidewalk dangers to an entirely new level.239

E-scooters can go up to 15 mph, cost roughly $1 to unlock and about 15 cents per minute to ride, can be
dropped off pretty much anywhere when the user’s finished with it and make companies large profits.240
In 2018 alone, “e-scooters zoomed past station-based rental bikes as the most popular form of shared
‘micro-mobility’ transportation, with rental companies like Lime and Bird renting 85,000 e-scooters”241
and riders taking 38.5 million trips in more than 100 cities in the U.S.242

However, e-scooters “did not arrive without disruption; companies Bird and Lime began operations in 43
markets without government permits or consent. Several cities responded with cease and desist orders,
fines, or both.”243 And as one writer put it, “Indeed, the overall scooter industry’s approach to safety has
generally seemed somewhat more in the ‘move fast and break things’ spirit.” Between 2008 and 2017,
“emergency departments recorded 990 head or facial injuries sustained from electric scooter use – or
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32,000 estimated injuries nationwide. The incidences tripled annually from an estimated 2,325
nationwide in 2008 to an estimated 6,947 in 2017.”244 Consumer Reports tabulated injuries from 110
hospitals in 47 U.S. cities between late 2017 through early 2019 and found that at least 1,500 riders had
been injured and four had died while using a rentable e-scooter.245 In June 2019, the number of deaths
linked to e-scooters rose to eight.246

When CBS’s 60 Minutes covered “The Great Electric Scooter Backlash” in September 2019, California
attorney Catherine Lerer spoke of the kinds of cases she sees:247

“The calls that I get from riders who are injured, they are injured when the scooter malfunctions,”
she said.

“Do you get the impression that they malfunction much?” asked [correspondent David] Pogue.

“Very much, all the time,” Lerer said. “The scooters die mid-ride. The brakes lock up. The
handlebar post collapses. The handlebars detach. They were never intended to be like rental cars,
commercial fleet usage, you know, use after use after use every day. And that’s why they have a
lifespan of only 30 to 45 days!”

In November 2018, Lime pulled one of its models off the market because the baseboards were breaking
in two. That was only after multiple earlier warnings Lime had ignored, including emails from an
independent contractor who alerted the company that scooters were splitting, attaching photo
documentation and ID codes for scooters with “cracks on the underside of the deck.”248 Similarly, despite
earlier employee concerns, it took questions from the Washington Post249 for Lime to issue an October
30, 2018 public statement that its August recall of roughly 2,000 Segway Ninebot scooters was due to “a
manufacturing defect” that “could result in the battery smoldering or, in some cases, catching fire.”250
Battery fires aren’t unique to Lime scooters, of course.251 And other safety hazard include sticking
accelerators,252 dangerously poor performance in certain weather conditions253 and untrained or poorlytrained mechanics. For example, Bird uses freelance mechanics, trained via YouTube, who “have to figure
out for themselves what needs fixing” and “get a bounty for each fixed ride,” which incentivizes them to
repair e-scooters “fast, and by any means necessary,” including taking parts off another Bird scooter.254

Though the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) could be doing more, the agency lacks the
resources or political will to do much, relying on companies to police themselves.255 In the absence of
federal oversight, the e-scooter industry continues to operate without much accountability,256 with only
the “rules of the road” (i.e., how e-scooter users should ride in cities) – not product safety – “hammered
out in local transportation agencies, mayors’ offices and city councils.”257
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LIMITS ON VICTIMS’ RIGHTS
TORT, CONTRACT AND COMPENSATION LIMITS
Normally when someone relies on a mode of transportation to be safe and it isn’t, an injured victim has
rights to seek compensation from the culpable company under the tort system. Available damages vary
from state to state as a result of tort restrictions passed by state lawmakers, but at least the right to go to
court exists.258 Not so with the e-scooter industry.

That is because e-scooter companies force riders to agree to standard boilerplate contracts in order to
use their product, all of which contain unfair provisions buried in fine print and legalese that most people
cannot possibly understand. Among those provisions is the complete elimination of an injured rider’s tort
rights. In fact, the e-scooter industry’s liability scheme accepts none of the responsibility for rider injuries
even if a company’s gross negligence is to blame, and forces riders to agree to assume all the risk.

More specifically, e-scooter rental agreements force riders to, as in Lime’s agreement, “waive any and all
claims, including those in contract, tort (including negligence), statutory and/or any other grounds.”259
Bird puts it this way: “users are barred from asserting general negligence, breach of contract, and/or
breach of express or implied warranty claims; and…personal injury, wrongful death, punitive damages
and all other compensation is denied.”260 Skip’s agreement says that it’s “not responsible for any injury,
damage, harm or cost that you cause that is related to or arises out of your use of a Skip Scooter” and this
is “regardless of whether the injury or damage is caused to Yourself or to others.”261

Forced Arbitration
All these companies also require that all disputes be resolved in private, secret forced arbitration systems,
and they prevent riders from joining with others in class actions.262 In other words, riders have no right to
have their disputes resolved by judges or juries, and must instead submit to a company-controlled
system, rigged in the company’s favor, with no meaningful right to appeal.263

Whether companies can escape all liability particularly when non-riders (who are not parties to a rental
contract) suffer e-scooter-related injuries is certainly an open question. For example, one California class
action is proceeding in court as of publication. In the case Borgia v. Bird Rides, Inc.,264 injury victims are
suing Lime, Bird and scooter manufacturer Segway for gross negligence and aided and abetted assaults by
“dumping” thousands of scooters onto CA streets and into public areas.265 They say the companies are
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endangering the health, safety and welfare of riders, pedestrians and the general public.266 Other cases
are proceeding specifically under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) for making sidewalks
inaccessible and creating a public nuisance.267
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